
Scribe 

 

Spring finally arrived and with it, Chiron was now fifteen years old and a Level III apprentice with 

the status of Scribe to the Scholars’ Library, he was officially able to record legal and medical 

events when called upon. The lower tier apprentices prepared for their promotion exams, where 

they would meet Superior Knight-Mage Elocina. Chiron was lucky and thankful to be organizing 

his quarters in preparation for his visit home for the week. sponsor, Elocina had granted him 

permission for this but that process didn’t require meeting her again, once was more than enough 

in his mind—hopefully the apprentices won’t need a visit to the doctor after their meeting with 

her.  

Chiron was excited to see his family again; it had been two years since they had spent time 

together. He couldn't wait to show them what he'd learned and find out what was new with them. 

Dressing in his traveling robes, Chiron folded his scribe’s robes-made of a fine wine-colored 

fabric, with an embroidered insignia of the scribes’ guild. Placing it in his bag in the event of 

having to perform any legal duties, Chiron looked around the room once more to make certain he 

wasn’t missing anything. Satisfied, he closed the bag of clothing and pulled it over his shoulder, 

secured his money purse within his robes and set off for Aritehn that evening, deciding to pay to 

travel by cart rather than take the two-day trip by foot. Chiron was excited to be leaving Iridis. For 

the first time in two years he would be able to leave its facade behind, masked by the magnificent 

buildings and glamorous abundance of merchandise, a false sense of protection and air of equality.  

Arriving the following afternoon, Chiron was surprised to see the gates were wide open and no 

one guarding them, when usually they were closed or guarded by two local soldiers.  

Disconcerted by the absence of soldiers, but figuring he must have arrived right in the middle of 

the shift change; Chiron entered the gates to Aritehn. Walking through the streets, and seeing every 

shop closed and locked up, made him uneasy. Even more eerie was that there was no one around. 

The streets were completely empty. Worry that maybe the plague had come through again and 

wiped out the rest of his village circled Chiron’s mind as he looked around for some sort of 

explanation but was left scratching his head. A light and nervous chuckle relieved him slightly 

when he thought of what Enan would say about his long hair, he’d tease him for looking a girl and 

then give him a haircut. Chiron found himself smiling and actually looking forward to this as he 



turned onto the path that led to his house, and then his smile faded when he noticed a sign posted 

on a nearby building.  

Getting closer, Chiron’s breath caught in his throat at the sight of five pictures and some text that 

explained mandatory attendance for the event in the village square, but there was no further 

explanation of what the event was. The five pictures were of local soldiers, one of them being 

Enan. 

Gripping his bag, Chiron ran down the path to his house, and stopped only when he saw the lights 

were off. His home was suspiciously quiet. Approaching the stairs to the door, he cautiously 

climbed them and entered his home, attempting to steel himself for any surprises. Chiron stared into 

the darkened room, the light from the open door providing the only source of light. He waited for his eyes 

to adjust so he could find the lamp.  

Just as Chiron reached for the lamp a voice startled him, whipping around, he saw his father sitting 

at the kitchen table. 

“Dad?” Chiron said as his eyes adjusted to the aged figure of his father. He looked worn out and 

older than two years should’ve made him. 

Ena looked his youngest son over with a mix of grief and relief that he was safe. When the guards 

told him what was to become of his family, he worried. Instead, Chiron stood before him, looking 

healthy and as far as he could tell, safe.  

His father was a shadow of his former self, gaunt, pale, and subdued. Looking him over, Chiron 

stared in shock at the shackles binding Ena’s arms to the table. 

Chiron's bag slipped from his hand and fell to the floor with a thud as he embraced his father. 

“Dad. . .are you alright? What's going on?” Chiron asked, relieved that his father was still alive. 

“Chiron. . .why did you come back, you shouldn't have-”, his father started before Chiron 

interrupted. “What do you mean I shouldn't have come back? Where's Enan? What's going on? 

Where is everyone?” Chiron asked, kneeling beside his father, confused by what he'd seen so far. 

“Enan is being held in gaol. I was told that he was one of five who have been charged with 

insubordination, mutiny, and murder of a superior officer. The guards came and took him the other 

day, I don’t know anything about the village, there was a Knight-Mage with them and she 

enchanted the shackles. I can’t leave the house.” Ena explained, watching his son’s eyes grow wide 

at the accusations. Shaking his head, Chiron reached for his bag and started, “No no, he’s not guilty 



I know it.” Rummaging through his bag, Chiron found his scribe’s robes and hastily pulled them 

on before his father’s weakened grip tried to stop him.  

“Chiron listen to me. . .leave, before the guards find out you're here. Go, you don't have to suffer 

our fate.” His father explained, looking at his son with piercing eyes.  

“No…he—this is wrong, there’s some kind of misunderstanding.” Chiron insisted. Ena's face 

hardened.  

“Chiron, listen to me! This is the will of the Nobles. You'll only make things worse for yourself.” 

Ena shouted, pleading for his son to think about his own life.  

“I can fix this, Dad. I know the laws, and this is wrong. I know I can fix this.” Chiron insisted, 

before he hurried out of the house and down to the gaol. 

Walking into the prison, after seeing there were no guards in sight, Chiron looked around warily.  

“Enan? Are you here?”, he hissed. He turned the corner at the end of hallway, which opened out 

into the cell area and was horrified. The five people from the image sat slumped against the bars 

of the cell behind them, a notice of their crimes tacked onto their chests. The prisoners had their 

adjoining arms secured together by a chain that snaked through the bars and the prisoners at either 

end had their free had pierced by a ring that fastened to the bars.  

Their bodies told of the brutal torture that a crime like treason and conspiracy to overthrow the 

Noble family brought. With bloody and crushed knees, disfigured faces bordering on the 

grotesque, limbs torn from the socket under the skin and dried blood from the torture spattered 

across the surrounding walls, their injuries made certain that none of them could escape. They 

were maimed to the point that it would have been a miracle if they could still stand. 

Chiron struggled to suppress the nausea at the sight of the blood and horrifying scene before him, 

he looked at the disfigured faces and tried to find his brother with no success. 

“Enan?”  

Chiron squeaked, looking over the five of them again as they stirred.  

“Chiron?” 

Enan’s voice was raspy and unrecognizable, but when one of the prisoners looked up and at Chiron 

with one dark blue eye, Chiron knew he found him.  
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“What did they do to you?” Chiron asked, dropping to his knees, aghast at Enan’s face. A gurgled 

groan escaped Enan as he struggled to draw in breath. “Chiron, you have to—” Enan began but 

fell into a coughing fit before he could finish. 

“Enan, take it easy!” Chiron pleaded. 

Coughing up and spitting out some blood, Ena tried again, “Get out while you still can.” 

“I won't leave you, Enan, and I’m not leaving dad either...” he said. 

“It's too late for us! Get aw—” Enan’s words were cut off when a guard seized Chiron by surprise. 

Pleading between violent coughing fits, Enan begged the guard to spare Chiron, terrified of what 

was going to happen now that he’d been found.  

After the flurry of confusion subsided, Chiron found himself stumbling to catch his balance as the 

guard shoved him forward, inside Aritehn’s town hall. Suddenly in the main entrance of the town 

hall, Chiron resisted in confusion as the guard dragged him down the hallway. Bland and plain, 

the walls had little more than lanterns to light the way, as multiple voices could be heard all around 

them. The hallway was mostly a blur, but Chiron caught sight of both the records library and the 

auditorium barricaded, as he struggled. Turning a corner, Chiron was suddenly flung into the next 

room. Stumbling to catch his balance, he found himself in the familiar small meeting room. It well-

lit and furnished simply with a bureau, chair, some writing materials, a shelf of organized books 

and documents, and soldiers      

“What do we have here?” A male voice rang out as Chiron regained his balance and focus. A man 

with dark hair and dark eyes, dressed in expensive looking, dark and ornate robes sat at the desk 

Chiron had used to study. His appearance marked him out as a lawyer. To the left stood three 

guards with decorative armor, distinguishing them from the regular infantry, and to the right was 

a woman with short white hair, pearl eyes, dressed in knight's armor with a sword at her side. It 

was her, it was Elocina. 

“I found him with the criminals, he was talking to one of them.” The guard explained, glaring 

down at Chiron.  

“I see. Who are you?” The lawyer asked, looking Chiron over like a predator assessing its prey. 

Shuddering inwardly at the uncomfortable look, Chiron remained silent much to the chagrin of the 

guard who found him. The guard approached Chiron from behind, ignoring the subtle dismissive 

wave from the lawyer and grabbed Chiron. “He asked you a question boy, answer him if you value 

your life!”  



“Take your hands off me!” Chiron sneered, maintaining eye contact with guard.  

“That’s enough…guard, leave him alone!” The lawyer ordered, but was ignored. 

“You answer when spoken to by a higher authority, boy” The guard threatened, snatching Chiron 

up by his collar and raising his fist, “Maybe a thrashing will remind you of your place he-” 

Chiron removed his hand by force, elbowing him in the gap of his armor before launching him 

over his shoulder.  

“Don't put your hands on me again.” Chiron warned, looking down at the guard who was gasping 

to regain his breath. 

The lawyer’s eyes went wide with surprise, and was replaced quickly by intrigue. Smirking at 

Chiron’s ability to handle himself, he ordered another guard to remove the injured.  

“I apologize for my guard's behavior and lack of manners. Apparently, he is unable to recognize 

your robe’s ranking. Rest assured, he well be reprimanded. Let me introduce myself, my name is 

Darien. I'm here as overseer of the event that I imagine you’ve been made aware of by now.” 

Darien said, looking Chiron over with a lascivious glare.  

“I see our Scribes are being taught more than just a scholarly education. Who may I compliment 

on teaching you such a fluid execution of defensive skills?” Darien asked, assuming Chiron was a 

scribe sent at the last minute.  

“You may send your compliments to my brother Enan, who you have locked in gaol and allowed 

to be tortured without conviction or trial. I've come to discuss the legality of the actions against 

the accused.” Chiron answered, his posture alert and professional.  

“Oh, have you?” Darien responded, smiling at Chiron.  

 

Young, dark-haired, piercing blue eyes, strong-willed, intelligent, and at least moderately 

athletic. He’s not what I’m used to in a potential toy, but judging by how pure he is right now, it 

will be more fun to twist and break him than my other toys. That strong will is going to be 

difficult…no matter how arousing it is, but a weakness can be found and when it is, I’ll take my 

time exploiting it.  

 

Darien continued to muse on the different things he would do to Chiron in order to bend and break 

him as Chiron pronounced his certifications and presented his case. Irritated by the licentious look 



Darien continued to give him, Chiron suppressed a sneer in favor of forced recognition of his 

higher status, and simply glared.  

He didn't know what Darien was thinking about, but could tell his thoughts were sick. He’d seen 

the look of attraction towards him from other men…this was obviously not the same, it was a look 

of someone’s twisted thoughts barely hidden beneath the surface.  

“As a scribe studied in criminal law and the legal process attached, it is my responsibility to ensure 

the legality of proceedings such as these before any recording can take place. From what I have 

gathered, given the state of the accused and the posting, I can see there is an execution to be carried 

out today, however a sanctioned execution requires a fair and balanced trial. By the laws and 

standards of village, city, and capital, you are participating in an illegal event and risk trial yourself 

for the unlawful torture and murder of five villagers who have been presumed guilty, rather than 

found so.” Chiron stopped for a breath, as Darien listened with a disturbing and licentious 

expression.  

“I understand there was a rebellion and the five are being charged with the death of a superior 

officer. This still does not change the fact that a trial and representation has not taken place, 

therefore this execution will not be sanctioned as legal. On top of this lack of trial and evidence, 

each of the accused has been tortured and beaten without having been convicted. As an overseer 

and lawyer, you should know all this so there is no chance of pleading ignorance if this is continued 

and goes to trial before the ruling Noble family.” Chiron finished, choosing his words carefully 

for the dispute, and confident his position and knowledge could overturn the incident as he ignored 

the glance Elocina gave him. 

Darien’s smile broadened at Chiron's knowledge and his ability to dissect the situation as it 

normally would have occurred. However, it seemed that this young man was not completely 

informed, he would have to educate the young scribe. Clearing his throat, Darien’s smile split as 

he replied.  

“I am indeed a lawyer. I see you are nearly as well-versed in the law as any novice one could be. 

Unfortunately, you lack the knowledge that this is a special case, and is handled differently.” 

Chiron swallowed a lump as Darien continued. 

“You already know that during the rebellion, a superior office was murdered. However, it seems 

you are unaware that she was the head of the ruling Noble family. This changes how and if a trial 

happens at all for those responsible.” Darien stopped and took in the silence of the room and the 



look on Chiron’s face. It changed from a confident optimism to bewilderment tinged with panic, 

it was a such a delicious sight and that made Darien crave it more. Now he would make Chiron 

admit his ignorance and ask for the knowledge.  

Several moments of silence passed as Chiron searched his knowledge for the answer, he didn’t 

know it. Heaving a heavy sigh, Chiron reluctantly conceded and admitted that he didn’t know. The 

words were music to Darien’s ears, and he chuckled a little before he answered.  

“There is an obscure documentation of the law regarding trial and execution, very few high-

ranking lawyers even have access to it. It is a caveat to the usual law, and states: If the blood of a 

ruling Noble family member is spilt outside of the arena of battle, by one of Nismyth’s own 

citizens, those who participated resign themselves and their immediate family to forfeit their lives 

via public execution. The reasons for the noble’s murder are irrelevant and it is treated as treason 

and conspiracy to overthrow their rule. Hopefully I have improved your understanding of the 

gravity of the situation. I enjoyed our little discussion up until this point, but-”, he approached 

Chiron until he was close enough to catch the wretched smell of the goal that had clung to Chiron’s 

robes, “I have a series of executions to oversee. Why don't you accompany me? It'll be a valuable 

experience you can document for the future.” Darien stopped and lowered his voice to a near 

whisper, “After all, you tread dangerous ground by speaking on behalf of a traitor to Nismyth. 

Your presence at this event is very important to the retention of your status as Scribe... among 

other things, Chiron. I assume that's your name considering you never introduced yourself, yet you 

spoke specifically for Enan, despite your name not appearing on this village’s roster. Walk with 

me.” Darien finished. 

Chiron flinched and tensed up, he knew he wasn’t being asked. 

“I’d advise against that, Chiron. You were allowed some degree of freedom with a disrespectful 

guard, but you wouldn't want to harm your relationship with your sponsor with unprofessional 

outbursts, would you? Stay calm, and try not to lose more than you have already.”  

In that moment, Chiron looked at Darien and saw only a stone-faced administrator. Elocina pushed 

passed the pair, glancing at Chiron with cold, dead eyes, sending a shiver down his spine.  

As they walked through the village to the square, Chiron listened quietly as Darien reminded him 

of his position, “In case you’ve forgotten, Elocina owns you and your debt, as your sponsor. This 

reason alone is why you are legally exempt from the punishment that befalls your traitorous 

family… as long as you obey her.” Chiron remained silent.  



Standing in the village square, Chiron was awash with memories of the festivals and celebrations 

that Aritehn would hold here. The platform in the center would be decorated and used for music, 

dancing, and fellowship with food and laughter. Those were the memories he wanted to keep, to 

be a part of. It had never been a place to spill blood, and it hurt to see the platform surrounded by 

guards and host to five chopping blocks. Each block was adorned with iron restraints and lined up 

so a stride of five paces separated each one. It was proof that their place of joy was about to be 

darkened with sorrow.  

Knowing what was going to happen next, Chiron felt weak as he watched Elocina ascend the 

platform stairs.  

“Bring out the traitors and present them on the blocks.” Darien ordered in a voice devoid of 

emotion. The guards dispersed to their task and within minutes, returned with the traitors in tow. 

Dragging them on stage, each was forced to their knees, their arms shoved in the restraints and an 

iron bar secured over the base of their necks to keep them securely set to the block, with Enan at 

the end. Once the traitors were secured, Chiron watched the same guards file down the stairs and 

disappear into different buildings throughout the village.  

Moments later they herded villagers to the square. They repeated this until there were at least four 

to five hundred villagers present. Despite far outnumbering the guards, the villagers shrank in fear 

of them and it wasn’t long before Chiron realized that there were fewer people here, despite some 

of the villagers having been drafted to defend the walls. Looking at Darien who simply yawned 

and crossed his arms, Chiron couldn’t figure out what he was thinking. The only person more 

unreadable was Elocina, she stood staring out from the platform as the Shirik star glinted off her 

armor. She had less emotion than a marionette. Her demeanor chilled his bones and her power 

scared him. 

 

Chiron heard murmured incantations drifting from Elocina, while Darien’s guards returned. A 

sudden crackle startled him and the other villagers, looking over his shoulder, Chiron saw a large 

barrier designed to keep anyone from escaping. Seeing the barrier enclose the villagers and 

assuring herself that her own guards—all of whom were Knight-Mages—were standing guard just 

outside the barrier, Elocina looked at the guards behind her and spoke quietly, “Let’s begin.”  

Darien looked at Chiron for a moment, “I notice you have no materials to document this event, I 

hope you pay close attention so you can document it afterwards.” 



Clearing his throat, Darien spoke in a loud and clear voice, delivering the decree of the head of the 

noble family. As he spoke, the guards standing on the platform approached the blocks and silently 

stood beside them. 

“The hands of these traitors are stained with noble blood. They blight their families and have 

brought shame to Aritehn, and thus shame to all of Nismyth. Remove them.”  

Chiron felt sick watching the procession, powerless as the guards drew their swords in unison and 

rose them high before swiftly bringing them down across the wrists of each prisoner. Blood gushed 

from the amputated stubs, turning the blocks and ground beneath a dark red as the hands flopped 

from the blocks and fell to the platform. Some of them clenched into fists from the prisoners’ 

attempt to subdue the pain as howls escaped their gritted teeth. 

Darien looked towards Chiron, noticing the pallor flood his face, his hand unconsciously moving 

to his stomach, his eyes locked on the start of what promised to be a horrific event. Darien smiled, 

at Chiron’s attempt to stay strong, but his constitution for the realities of justice was weak. This 

could be the weakness he needed to break Chiron. Feeling Darien set his hand on his shoulder, 

Chiron froze. 

 

She’s going to force me to watch my brother’s execution and then record it…is she punishing 

me? 

 

Chiron’s breath caught in his throat and it felt like his heart stopped when he heard Darien recite 

more of the noble’s decree of execution.  

“These traitors have spilled noble blood onto themselves and their families. As the ruling nobles 

experienced devastation in the loss of a loved one, so will these traitors before they are executed.” 

Darien finished and watched Elocina walk towards the first traitor and stand behind him, the 

executing guard remaining still and awaiting her next order. Placing her hand on the traitor’s 

shoulder, Elocina recited an incantation that appeared as luminescent words flowing from her 

mouth before rushing off into the crowd of villagers. 

The incantation quickly found its target and surrounded a young woman, an elderly man, and three 

small children—a girl and two boys who all began sobbing in fear. Circling and imprisoning them 

with increasing speed, the words and symbols resembled waves in their flow. Then the waves 

changed color, glowing like fire. Suddenly, the swirling streams of light burst into flames, roasting 



them in the crucible. Their screams could be heard above the roar of flames, as they flailed their 

limbs in an attempt to extinguish the flames. The woman and elderly man held the children down 

and tried to roll them and fan out the flames, as their own scorched flesh slipped off their bodies 

like satin clothes. A woman’s voice shrieked against the roaring flames was the last sound before 

the flames’ roar exploded and drowned it out. 

The condemned called out to his family but there was no answer, the only thing that punctuated 

the silence was the roar of the fire and the stench of burning flesh that filled the air. Chiron watched 

as the man’s screams and pleas of mercy for his family were ignored. Elocina watched the 

incineration and smirked. Hyperventilating at the sight, sound and, and stench of the execution, 

Chiron became dizzy and fainted—his weak constitution for carnage now confirmed.  

“I hope you’re memorizing this, Chiron. You’ll be-” Darien stopped when he turned and saw 

Chiron unconscious and slumped in the grasp of a guard, Darien smirked at how much he would 

enjoy Chiron as a spoil when the event was done.  

“Wake him up.” He ordered, turning back as the flames died and revealed the charred space filled 

with the family’s ashes. Pulling Chiron into the support of one arm, the guard struck him sharply 

and jolted Chiron awake, disoriented and shocked by the pain. 

“As a Scribe, you cannot perform your duties if you don't see what is going on, correct?” Darien 

goaded, watching the ashes smolder as Chiron tried to regain himself, “Execute the traitor. Let his 

death provide the justice the noble’s demand!”  The guard approached and rose her sword before 

bringing it down on his neck. Once he was beheaded, Elocina moved onto the next prisoner, and 

began whispering the incantation, though the incantation that searched out its target this time was 

different.  

This time the swirling words found a young couple holding an infant tightly. Chiron knew them, 

was friends with them he shook with terror and anger. 

“Don't hurt them. Please!” Chiron cried.  

“Plead with Elocina, not me. I'm just here to oversee the event,” Darien said. Chiron dropped to 

his knees, once again finding himself powerless to stop the meaningless slaughter of villagers. 

The script surrounded the family and rapidly spun into a cyclone, but this time it closed in on the 

family. Once again, screams filled the air, and both the prisoner and Chiron cried out in horror. 

Suddenly, something snapped inside Chiron and he jumped to his feet before taking off to try to 



save his friends as the grinding cyclone gained strips of red. Darien grabbed him by the arm and 

tossed him back to the guards who restrained him. 
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Grabbing the woman, the young man pulled her and the infant into his grasp and tried to shield 

them. Chiron was forced to his knees by the guards, his struggles and demands to be released were 

ignored. Elocina became agitated by the disruption he was causing, and locking eyes with one of 

Darien’s guards and whispered an incantation that drifted across the square.  

Just as Chiron tried to break free again, taunted by the horrific screams coming from the bloody 

cyclone, he was struck, and everything went dark. At the silence from behind him, Darien saw 

Chiron laid out unconscious on the ground and a female soldier behind him looking confused. 

Shaking his head, Darien sighed at the annoyance of Elocina subjugating and controlling his 

guards. Looking at Darien silently, Elocina turned and ordered the second execution before moving 

on to the next man who would witness his family die.  

Waking up just as Elocina trapped the fourth family, Chiron wiped blood from his mouth and 

stretched his jaw. Sitting up, he could still taste blood and dirt, and blinked a few times to clear 

his blurred vision. Chiron spat out a loose molar and swore under his breath as he got to his feet 

and heard Darien’s voice. 

“I wouldn't cause such a scene if I were you. After all, Elocina did pay for that education that rose 

you up from plebeian to respectable status.”  

“She’s acting like their lives don’t matter. It’s not right!” Chiron countered.  

“That’s because they don’t. The lives of villagers and peasants are only worth what they produce. 

They’re barely more than livestock and it’s time you understood that their lives are nothing, to 

her…and should mean noth—”  

“These are my friends and family!”  

“And Elocina would have no qualms about slowly torturing and killing your family and friends in 

the most sadistic way she can think of. Understand that these grotesque displays you’re witnessing 

are nothing compared to what she’s capable of, so shut up, and obey. It’s the only way to survive.” 

Darien said, his voice laced with venom as Elocina finished executing the traitor before moving 

onto the last one. 



Looking out to see the last family meet their fate, Chiron felt nauseous when the grotesque 

deformity of the last family was revealed by the shimmering swirls. Crushed and warped into a 

horrifying single monstrosity. It was too much, the smell of blood, burnt flesh, and the sense of 

pain, terror, and futility filled the air. Chiron couldn’t hold out against the nausea and vomited. 

Elocina seemed to enjoy it. 

 


